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PRELUDE. Thank YOU for being a terrific flying family! We hope you are all
enjoying the cooler weather. The first two weeks of the month held poor and
unpredictable cloudiness and storms, but the last two weeks have been
absolutely gorgeous! Today’s Operator’s Corner will focus on Tactics,
Techniques, and Procedures, or ”TTPs” (Military term), for precision flying
using a Composite Crosscheck and known Pitch and Power settings.

MAINTAINER’S CORNER:

 “Towing” Isn’t a 4-letter Word…it’s 6!
 Use the Tow Bar! Expect to need it unless

you can pull straight through into the
spot…not angling into the spot.

 Ricky Bobby, “I don’t know what to do with
my hands?” Do NOT push on the cowling
or spinner. With one hand on the tow bar,
push against the propeller as close to the
spinner as possible to minimize the stress.
Use the other hand to guide the tow bar.

 Where do I connect the tow bar? The towbar
often connects above the nose wheel rather
than the axle. If you are unsure, please ask.

 Guilty! I have previously been guilty of
tilting the tail…coddling the tail and
empennage while someone else pushes. I
should never do it, and I have ceased the
bad practice as it is not worth the risk. It
would be awful to damage the tail or
fairings just to avoid using the tow bar.

 Two heads are better than one. If you are
flying alone, anyone on the ramp or inside
will be happy to help!

N1833Y (C172C) six months 
after new paint



OPERATOR’S CORNER:

 Composite Crosscheck. Military flying taught me 80% outside and 20%
inside. While that ratio may actually be too low, it is a terrific rule of
thumb. Always look outside to keep the wings level, scan for traffic, and
maintain a specific track along the ground glancing inside only
momentarily to check altitude, airspeed, and heading as required.

MAINTAINER’S CORNER (CONT):

 Push it Back (Part 2). As a corollary to
using the tow bar and to reiterate from
last month, please continue to avoid
using high power settings with braking
in an attempt to “elephant walk” into
the parking spot. Using excessive
throttle blasts prop wash and debris
into other airplanes, their flight control
surfaces, hangars, and personnel. It also
puts stress on the rudder return
assembly and brakes. You will
probably need to move the airplane
after you shut down regardless (see
above), so pull up towards the spot you
want, turn away with normal power,
shut down, and get out the tow bar.

N733CZ (C172N) parked a ‘bit’ off center

Rolf Brunckhorst First Solo 
N5130F (C172S) with brother, 

CFI, Christian Brunckhorst



OPERATOR’S CORNER (CONT):

 Known Pitch and Power. In a manner similar to flying solely by
reference to the instruments, you can fly precisely using the world as
your attitude reference. For every airspeed and configuration there is a
corresponding pitch and power setting. For example, in our Cessna
172M, N73453, if you’re at 2,500 ft and set 2,300 RPM, set the top of the
magnetic compass on the horizon, and trim off the control pressures,
you’ll end up at 95kts in level flight. Reduce power by 300 RPM and
drop the compass two finger-widths below the horizon, and you’ll
descend at 500 feet per minute at the same speed. On downwind at 1,000
AGL set 2,000 RPM and split the magnetic compass with the horizon,
and so on. During your flight training solely by reference to the
instruments (3.0 hrs towards PPL or Instrument training) you replace
reference to the dash or compass with reference to a pitch setting on the
Attitude Indicator.

FLEET UPDATE:

 Simulator Basic Aviation Training Device (BATD). Our simulator
BATD saw a good amount of use last month training for the Instrument
Airplane rating. Just a reminder that qualified instrument pilots can use
our simulator to log all Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) instrument
approach currency requirements. It is an easy and economical way to
gain your currency or do it when the weather does not support flying.

 Upcoming Maintenance. 100-hr inspections were completed for N431DE
(DA40), N1833Y (C172C), and N733CZ (C172N). Anticipate a 100-hr
inspection for N73453 (C172M) as early as next week.



GRATTITUDE. In September we flew nearly 300 hours and 82 different pilots
and would-be pilots including a remarkable number of Fall season discovery
flights. We appreciate all of the references you have given us, expanding our
Mt Pleasant Flight Training family and encouraging people from all walks of
life to enjoy the skies. Please like us on Facebook and feel free to submit any of
your awesome photos. The current temperatures and the Fall in general are
already proving to be the perfect time to fly or see the turning of the colors, so
come out and dust off your logbook…bring a friend!

Fly Safe…Have Fun!!! Best, Scott & Julie

New PPL recipient JD Tucker 
with his CFI, Julie

CONGRATULATIONS!

 JD Tucker (Private Pilot - C172C)


